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Abstract Forecasting of low cloud continues to challenge numerical weather prediction.
With this in mind, surface and airborne observations were made over East Anglia, UK, during March 2011 to investigate stratus and stratocumulus advecting from the sea over land.
Four surface sites were deployed at various distances inland aligned approximately along the
flow. In situ data include cloud-droplet measurements from an aircraft operating off the coast
and a tethered balloon 100 km inland. Comparisons of thermodynamic and cloud properties
are made with Met Office operational model simulations at horizontal resolutions of 4 and
1.5 km. The clouds contained droplet concentrations up to 600 cm−3 within polluted outflow off Europe. These measurements were compared to three different model schemes for
predicting droplet concentration: two of them perform well at low to moderate concentrations but asymptote to 375 cm−3 . Microwave radiometers at the ground sites retrieved liquid
water paths that reduced with distance inland and were generally below 200 g m−2 . The
modelled water path performs well upstream but more erratically far inland. Comparisons
of thermodynamic profiles are made within both Lagrangian and Eulerian frameworks and
show the model predicted changes in equivalent potential temperature generally within 1 K,
with occasional errors of 2 K or more. The modelled cloud-top temperatures were in good
agreement with the observations down to −7 ◦ C, but the magnitude of the temperature inversion, although good at times, was too small by on average 1.6 K. The different simulations
produced different cloud-top water contents due to a combination of resolution and scientific
upgrades to the model, but they generally underestimate the amount of cloud water. Major
changes, such as the mesoscale temporary cloud breaks on 2 March 2011 and the complete
clearance on 4 March, were seemingly predicted by the model for the correct reasons.
Keywords Cloud break-up · Cloud-droplet diagnostic · In situ measurements · Liquid
water content · Liquid water path · Operational forecast · Temperature inversion
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1 Introduction
Surface observations show that, globally and annually averaged, stratocumulus covers 12 %
of land and 22 % of ocean; when stratus cloud is included, then the low-level stratiform
cloud fractions increase to 17 and 34 % respectively, more than either medium or high-level
clouds (Hahn and Warren 2007). Most past research has focused on oceanic stratocumulus
and its representation in climate models (Wood 2012) because two-thirds of the world’s stratocumulus lies over ocean (Hahn and Warren 2007). Stratocumulus clouds are an important
component in the energy budget of the atmosphere and hence the global climate (Randall et
al. 2007). Global circulation modelling of the large oceanic stratocumulus sheets is important to attain correct sea-surface temperature and feedbacks such as cloud radiative forcing
(Gordon et al. 2000).
An aspect of stratocumulus that has received relatively little interest compared to its role in
climate is its representation in numerical weather prediction (NWP) models and assessment
of their short-term forecast accuracy, particularly over land. Representation of boundarylayer cloud within NWP models continues to be troublesome. A statement by Driedonks
and Duynkerke (1989), “it is a well-known key problem for short-term weather forecasting,
especially in coastal areas, to predict the formation, maintenance, and dissipation of lowlevel cloud decks moving inland from the sea”, summarizes topical issues. Some of the main
problems associated with forecasting low cloud have been highlighted by Wilkinson et al.
(2013). These includes break-up and dissipation, condensed water content, drizzle formation,
as well as the associated implications for surface air and skin temperatures, visibility, and
fog and frost formation (Clark et al. 2008; Kristiansen et al. 2012).
Increased resolution of atmospheric models has been shown to lead to an improvement
in many aspects of the forecast. For example, during periods of heavy precipitation the
forecast showed significant improvement between horizontal resolutions of 12 km, and 4
and 1.5 km (Roberts et al. 2009). High resolution (1 km) modelling of a fog event over
a small 50-km domain over southern England was captured relatively well (Tang et al.
2009). The production of drizzle formed within boundary-layer clouds is often over-predicted
(e.g. Hannay et al. 2009; Abel et al. 2010), and increasing the model horizontal resolution, from 1 km to a very high resolution of 100 m, has been shown to produce even
more erroneous drizzle due to partially-resolved turbulence (Boutle et al. 2014). Therefore the cloud microphysical schemes within NWP models need to take into account such
better resolved motions. Along with increased model resolution, the need for better performed field experiments is required to scrutinize the model forecast fields (Price et al.
2011).
Although much verification of cloud forecasts has been carried out using ground observations (Mittermaier 2012; Morcrette et al. 2012) and satellite imagery (Zingerle and Nurmi
2008), case studies using combined ground and airborne observations to test operational
forecasts of boundary-layer cloud over land are relatively scarce. Here, we address such a
combined observations-model experiment based within the UK, referred to as COALESC
(Combined Observations of the Atmospheric boundary-Layer to study the Evolution of StratoCumulus). We include stratus since it poses similar forecasting problems to those of stratocumulus. Stratocumulus is inherently convective by nature, with the instability often driven
by cloud-top radiative cooling, and it is this definition that distinguishes it from stratus (Wood
2012).
COALESC focussed on stratocumulus advecting in north-easterly flows from the North
Sea in an approximate line over various ground sites up to 260 km inland. COALESC used
aircraft, tethered balloon and radiosonde observations during intensive observational periods
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Fig. 1 Aircraft flight tracks overlaid on a map of UK4 model orography (as shown in the coloured key as
height above mean sea level). Also shown are the instrumented ground sites plus the North Sea point (not
annotated) just off the coast near Weybourne. Exeter was the operating airfield for the aircraft and Larkhill is
a Met Office routine radiosonde station but otherwise not instrumented. The large grey arrow indicates in the
direction of the general airflow. Dashed lines are latitude and longitude labelled in decimal degrees

in addition to the continuous remote-sensing measurements at the ground stations. Therefore
the evolution of cloud from a marine to a continental boundary layer could be observed.
The purpose of this paper is two-fold: to describe aspects of the cloud-topped boundary
layer as it evolves from a sea to a land environment based on in situ and remotely-sensed
measurements; and to compare some of these observations to model forecasts of cloud and
thermodynamic properties using the Met Office Unified Model (MetUM). The model comparisons have been carried out in a Eulerian framework for single ground sites over time, but
also in a quasi-Lagrangian framework over three of the sites.
After a brief summary of the instrumentation and the MetUM, the result sections look at
thermodynamic profiles in both Lagrangian and Eulerian frameworks; cloud bulk physics is
analyzed in terms of liquid water content (LWC) profiles and liquid water path (LWP) time
series; model diagnoses of cloud-droplet concentration (Nd ) are compared to aircraft data
for a single case study; and finally, vertical heat and radiation fluxes and surface temperature
are compared to model simulations for a single site under variable cloud cover.

2 Instrumentation
The ground sites of Weybourne (Norfolk coast), Denver Sluice (near Downham Market),
Cardington (Bedfordshire) and Chilbolton (Hampshire) are marked on the orographic map
in Fig. 1; Larkhill is a Met Office station 27 km from Chilbolton from which early morning
sondes were released. The position, straight-line distance and approximate advection time
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Table 1 Ground sites used during COALESC
Site

Distance (km)

Advection (h)

Latitude (◦ N)

Longitude (◦ E)

‘North Sea’

−7.5

−0.3

53.000

1.300

–

Weybourne

–

–

52.950

1.122

17

Denver Sluice

66

2.3

52.588

0.380

1

Cardington

141

4.9

52.105

−0.422

28

Chilbolton

267

9.3

51.150

−1.433

77

Altitude (m)

Distance and advection time (based on a wind speed of 8 m s−1 ) are relative to Weybourne. The ‘North Sea’
point is used as a grid point for modelling purposes

for the ground stations are summarized in Table 1. Also included is a North Sea point used
for extracting model profiles at a grid point a short distance north-east of Weybourne that is
more representative of the aircraft data and also to see if there any model differences between
sea and coastal positions.
Cardington is a Met Office ground research facility that has been making continuous radiation, turbulence, soil and air state parameter measurements since 1996. The remote-sensing
instrumentation at the Chilbolton Facility for Atmospheric and Radio Research in Hampshire
(http://www.stfc.ac.uk/chilbolton) has also been used as part of COALESC. The principal
surface-based observations consisted of: cloud microphysics using a tethered helium balloon
at Cardington; microwave radiometers measuring column LWP (all sites except Cardington); radiosondes regularly through the day (except Chilbolton); and ceilometers (except
Weybourne). These instruments are described further in Appendix 1.
The Facility for Airborne Atmospheric Measurements (FAAM) modified BAe-146
research aircraft undertook a number of sorties during COALESC. The principle instruments
used in this study are: Droplet Measurement Technologies (DMT) cloud-droplet probe (CDP);
hot-wire bulk LWC probe; backscatter lidar for determining cloud-top height; and DMT passive cavity aerosol spectrometer probe (PCASP) for measuring accumulation mode aerosol.
Details of these instruments plus others measuring state meteorological parameters are given
in Appendix 2. For more information on the BAe-146 aircraft, visit http://www.faam.ac.uk.
Aircraft flight slopes are 4.5 % for a typical vertical profile rate of 5 m s−1 , implying for
a 1-km deep boundary layer that the aircraft covers 12 km in the horizontal. Depending on
ambient wind speed, the effective tethered balloon profile slope is 5–10 for a typical profile
rate of 0.5 m s−1 which is still notably sloped. The radiosondes drift with the wind and are
therefore not a true vertical profile either, but considering a boundary-layer depth of about 1
km, the sonde will have drifted only about 2.5 km from the launch point during this time i.e.
into the next model grid box at most.

3 Model Simulations
The MetUM is a flexible atmospheric numerical model used for both climate and weather
predictions on global and limited-area scales. Detailed information on the MetUM can be
found in Walters et al. (2011) and specifically for low cloud in Boutle and Abel (2012).
Boutle et al. (2014) have taken a sub-set of the COALESC observations (during 1–2 March
2011) to compare to MetUM simulations using a range of horizontal resolutions. They took
the horizontal resolution down to 100 m covering a targeted 50 km2 centred off the coast at
Weybourne.
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Table 2 MetUM model configurations for the main COALESC case studies
Name:
Parallel suite:
Resolution (km):

UK4
PS25
4

UKV
PS25
1.5

UK4
PS26
4

UKV
PS26
1.5

1 March

y

y

y

–

2 March

y

y

y

–

3 March

y

y

y

–

16 March

–

–

y

y

Model data shown herein, however, were taken from operational NWP of the MetUM
initialized at 0300 UTC on any particular day: we have used the UK4 (4-km horizontal
resolution) and the UKV (1.5-km resolution) model fields. Table 2 summarizes the model
configuration available. PS25 and PS26 refer to so-called parallel suites where each successive
PS number represents a significant upgrade to the MetUM. Every such upgrade represents
a host of minor and major modifications that are too numerous to describe. PS26 became
operational on 16 March 2011 with the UK4 running in PS26 trial mode prior to this date;
no UKV-PS26 data exist prior to 16 March. Table 2 will help in the analysis below e.g. for
the LWC profiles, where in comparing quantities from different versions of the MetUM we
are comparing different horizontal resolutions and parallel suites.
The most appropriate upgrades implemented in the transition from PS25 to PS26 are:
diagnostic of cloud-droplet number concentration (Nd ) based on the MURK visibility scheme
aerosol mass (see Appendix 3), rather than a crude land/sea (300/100 cm−3 ) split in Nd ;
and new droplet fall speeds of Abel and Shipway (2007) that allow greater evaporation of
light rain. There were also changes to the radiation scheme, land-surface scheme and data
assimilation, all of which are considered minor for the properties considered below. Many
of the parametrizations used to represent subgrid-scale processes are common to all the
schemes, and in particular the essentials of the cloud scheme are the same in all simulations
(Wilson et al. 2008) and references therein) .
Three diagnostic schemes are tested here to predict Nd : the MURK scheme (operational
in PS26), a modified MURK scheme (operational in PS31 and therefore some time after the
COALESC experiment) and the CLASSIC scheme used in the climate version of MetUM
(not used operationally in NWP). These are all detailed in Appendix 3.
All models have the same vertical resolution i.e. 70 levels spaced quadratically so that the
vertical spacing is smaller nearer the surface. The vertical spacing at 500 m height is about
80 m, and at 1 km is about 120 m. The model runs freely out to T+36 h, but sometimes we
have used the fields only to T+24h when the simulations are re-initialized.

4 Outline of Case Studies: Meteorology and Basic Cloud Structure
The principal case studies are shown by the flight numbers and dates in Fig. 1; aircraft flights
will subsequently be referred to by date. The four tracks of the aircraft show that most runs
were carried out off the coast but also with some time spent over land between Weybourne
and Cardington, most of it above cloud due to flight restrictions.
Although the flights and radiosonde launches were restricted to daylight hours, the consecutive days and nights between 1–4 March 2011 can be considered one long case study
of shallow stratocumulus with subsiding air in the free troposphere. The latter case study,
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Fig. 2 a MetUM model surface pressure analyses for 1200 UTC on 2 March; 1200 UTC visible satellite
imagery from Meteosat 8 on b 1 March, c 2 March, d 3 March. Vertical and horizontal white lines in b, c, d
represent 0 ◦ longitude and 52 ◦ N latitude, respectively

rather different in character, on 16–17 March captured fog rising into stratus in a broadly
similar manner at all ground sites. For all the case studies, the surface pressure analysis
charts (see Fig. 2a as an example for 2 March) suggest continental air affecting parts or all
the region of interest. This is borne out in measurements of elevated aerosol concentration
and Nd (Table 3). Anticyclonic conditions dominated on all days, with high pressure over
the British Isles and Scandinavia, allowing north-easterlies over south-east England.
To illustrate that the airflow over the period 1–4 March 2011 was suitable for evolution
studies along the line of the ground sites, the 500 m modelled wind direction at Cardington
averaged 044◦ (mean wind speed of 8.3 m s−1 ). The compass orientation between Weybourne
and Chilbolton is 042◦ , and between Weybourne and Cardington is 028◦ . The general flow
can be visualized from the surface pressure distribution in Fig. 2a. On 1 March mesoscale
structures can be seen in the cloud as shown in the satellite image (Fig. 2b); these explain the
highly variable LWP observed on this day (Sect. 7). On 2 March cellular patterns were seen
over the North Sea and over East Anglia, especially as the cloud thinned and cleared during
the day from the south-west against the general airflow: Fig. 2c shows the cloud clearing over
the region. More widespread cloud was observed on 3 March, again with cellular patterns. On
16 March, again with widespread cloud, the cloud layer was comprised of stratus rather than
stratocumulus, with smooth cloud tops and no discernible closed-cell convection (satellite
picture not shown).
Figure 3 shows cloud-top height plotted against longitude (each degree of longitude is
about 68 km); model data are from the UK4-PS25 0300 UTC run on each day. There is
some evidence of increasing cloud-top height (increasing boundary-layer depth) with dis-
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Table 3 Median and inter-quartile range (i.e. 50th, 75th and 25th percentile) of the in situ cloud-droplet
number concentration
1 March

2 March

3 March

16 March

Aircraft
Median

371

405

340

493

75th

423

512

372

570

25th

312

320

310

360

Balloon
Median

280

329

316

334

75th

345

391

421

398

25th

241

223

246

288

Statistics based on all available data from each day. Units are cm−3

tance from the coastal region that is broadly predicted by the model. There is no consistent
bias of the modelled cloud-top height: 1 and 16 March (panels a, d) show mostly overestimates but sometimes good agreement; 2 and 3 March (panels b, c) show good agreement
far inland and underestimates upstream. Although the model cannot be expected to simulate
the small-scale variability in the measurements at subgrid scales, it is noted that the model
variability in cloud height in general matches the magnitude of the observed variability. The
increasing cloud-top height with time during the day on 3 March is predicted by the model,
as is the decreasing height with time on 2 March. Such cloud changes are analyzed in more
detail below at specific ground sites.
Figure 4 shows continuous cloud-base height (ceilometer) data from Denver, Cardington
and Chilbolton (no data at Weybourne) for the periods 1–4 March (panel a) and 16–17 March
(panel b). The cloud-top heights based on radiosonde profiles are also included for Cardington and Denver. Cloud-top heights based on cloud radar data are shown for Chilbolton, while
the hourly UK4-PS25 model cloud-base and cloud-top heights are shown by the vertical
lines. As with Boutle and Abel (2012), we define model cloud base and top as cloud fraction
>0.5 and LWC >0.001 g m−3 , which notably represents the best overall agreement with the
observations.
The overall cloud-base and cloud-top evolution through the period is forecast by the model,
such as the gradual decrease in cloud-base and cloud-top heights through 1–2 March, the
diurnal increase and decrease in cloud-base height on 3 March, plus the cloud break-up after
midday on 2 March, although the clearance lasted too long at Denver but not long enough at
Chilbolton. Again the model diurnal break-up lasted too long at Denver on 3 March. Cloud
depths were sometimes significantly in error in the model, such as around midday on 1 and
3 March where the modelled cloud-top heights were too low, but then agreement was very
good around the same time on 2 March.
The case study on 16–17 March in Fig. 4b shows a fog layer rising diurnally and thinning
a little and then sinking again overnight but not reaching the surface again as fog; the stratus
layer eventually cleared after midday on 17 March. The main trends are simulated by the
model, although the model does not predict the difference of the fog lifting times between
Denver and Cardington. Based on our definition of the cloud layer in the model, the modelled
cloud layer during the 1–4 and 16–17 March periods is generally too thin by 100–200 m. This
should be noted when looking at the cloud water contents that were also too low (Sect. 8)
and the solar radiation reaching the surface too high (Sect. 10).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3 Comparison of aircraft and UK4-PS25 model cloud-top height above ground level plotted against
longitude (positive is east) for each aircraft flight. The data are coloured by the time key on the right. The
aircraft cloud-top height was determined from the nadir-pointing lidar for the periods of flight above cloud.
Much of the data represent the transits from Exeter and so is orientated south-west (SW) to north-east (NE),
as labelled in (a). The coastline is roughly 1.2 ◦ E, as labelled in panel (a). The airflow is from right to left

5 Thermodynamic Profiles
Due to the nature of the observations, the evolution of the boundary layer and lower free troposphere can be analyzed within both Lagrangian and Eulerian frameworks. For Lagrangian
we ‘tag’ an air column off the coast and follow its development using the closest (in time)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 Comparison of cloud-base and cloud-top heights above ground level with model output between a
1–4 March 2011 (UK-PS25), b 16–17 March 2011 (UK-PS26). Observational data include cloud-base lidar
heights at Denver, Cardington and Chilbolton; Chilbolton cloud radar top height, and radiosonde top heights at
Denver and Cardington. Model data are shown by the vertical lines between cloud base and cloud top. Model
runs are initialized at 0300 UTC on each day except for 4 March 2011 where the forecast is from 0300 UTC
on 3 March

radiosonde and model profiles to the predicted advection period between the ground sites.
Although we are able to track the changes out to Chilbolton using model data, sonde data are
only available inland as far as Cardington; sondes near Chilbolton (at the Larkhill station,
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Fig. 5 Observed (cross symbols) and modelled (lines) profiles of specific humidity (qv ) and equivalent
potential temperature (θe ) within a quasi-Lagrangian framework (see text) along the ground sites for all four
dates. The North Sea point starts the tracking at about 1230 UTC in each case. Radiosonde data are used over
land, aircraft data over the sea. Note there are no aircraft data on 3 and 16 March
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see Fig. 1) were limited to routine early morning releases. The advection time was estimated
using radiosonde observed winds at cloud level. The vertical wind shear between the cloud
and mid boundary-layer height was typically no more than 1 m s−1 , such that over the elapsed
time between Weybourne and Cardington (4–6 h), differential advection within the boundary
layer amounted to 14–20 km (up to 40 km at Chilbolton).
Figure 5 shows the quasi-Lagrangian evolution of equivalent potential temperature (θe )
and specific humidity (qv ) for 1, 2, 3 and 16 March. Due to the frequency of radiosonde
soundings (released every 90 min between 0800 and 1730 UTC), time differences between
observation and model data of up to 30 min imply an error, in terms of advection distance,
of 10–15 km depending on wind speed. Therefore our ‘tagged’ column of air, bearing in
mind wind shear, should be considered ≈30 km in horizontal scale for advection between
the North Sea point and Cardington. For the Eulerian method, we use all available profiles
over each ground site through the day and compare them to the model ascents at the closest
times.
Where available, we have used aircraft profiles off the coast where the time of the profile
was early enough to allow sufficient time for the air to have subsequently past over Cardington
during radiosonde operations. The aircraft profiles on 1 and 2 March took place at ≈1230
UTC and are shown by the grey points in Fig. 5. For 3 and 16 March, the aircraft profiles
occurred too late in the day for use as starting points, but for consistency we have initiated the
Lagrangian study using the North Sea model data also at 1230 UTC, and used observations
starting therefore with the Weybourne radiosondes.
The aircraft data are more erratic than the radiosonde data (compare grey and blue points),
which show horizontal inhomogeneity during the highly slanted aircraft profiles. The variations in aircraft values of qv on 1 and 2 March were as large as the Lagrangian change
between the ground sites on the same day.
The shape of the profiles of qv shows a well-mixed boundary layer, allowing for the
decrease in qv within cloud. The observed qv remained fairly constant (within 0.2 g kg−1
even out to Chilbolton) following the motion on 1 and 3 March where the model was likewise
constant and within 0.2–0.3 g kg−1 of the observations. Thus qv within the boundary layer
was broadly conserved under near-Lagrangian conditions. On 2 and 16 March the measured
qv increased as air was advected inland. The observed increase on 2 March of 0.5 g kg−1 was
not shown by the model where values were constant; although qv agreed within 0.2 g kg−1
at Cardington, it was too high at Weybourne by 0.4 g kg−1 . The model overpredicted the
increase on 16 March by 0.4 g kg−1 . With further changes in qv at Chilbolton, these days
poorly conserved specific humidity within the Lagrangian framework, presumably due to
wind direction and small horizontal gradients within the air mass. The measured moisture
fluxes during the day at Cardington of typically 0.01 g m−2 s−1 imply that evapotranspiration
can account for increases in qv of 0.2–0.3 g kg−1 . Note the decrease in qv between Denver
and Cardington on 16 March under non-precipitating conditions that cannot be explained
through surface moisture fluxes. Values of qv were in general too high in the model above the
inversion, as can be seen on 2 and 16 March with values at times 2 g kg−1 too high; therefore
the magnitude of the hydrolapse that coincides with the boundary-layer inversion tends to be
too small.
Comparisons in the conserved quantity θe in Fig. 5 again show the boundary layer to be
well-mixed and the height and strength of the inversion qualitatively predicted by the model.
The temperature inversion comparison is analyzed in more detail in Sect. 6. Changes in the
depth of the boundary layer were fairly small and within 200 m based on the sonde profiles.
The model simulated these trends, such as the decrease in depth on 2 March and the increase
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Fig. 6 Observed (cross symbols) and modelled (lines) profiles of equivalent potential temperature (θe ) for
Cardington, Denver, Weybourne and the North Sea point on 2 and 16 March 2011 within a Eulerian framework.
Radiosonde data are used for the land points; aircraft profile and run data (grey circles with standard deviation
bars) for the North Sea point. The data are coloured as a function of time as shown in the bottom key

on 3 and 16 March. The decrease in the height of the inversion at Chilbolton on 2 (where the
cloud had cleared) and 3 March is noted; this is shown also in Fig. 4a.
Boundary-layer θe values increased on 2 and 3 March as the air advected inland and
warmed up during the afternoon, although the model values are up to 2 K too low. On 1 and
16 March θe decreased between Denver and Cardington; these trends were not captured by the
model. This is probably related to the overprediction in qv , but the model also overpredicted
the surface air temperatures during late afternoon at Cardington (see Figs. 12 and 13). The
behaviour of θe from Cardington to Chilbolton is contrasted between 2 and 16 March, where
on 2 March θe decreases sharply under cloud-free skies and on 16 March continues to increase
whilst the humidity also rises.
Figure 6 shows Eulerian profiles for θe on 2 and 16 March for the same ground positions
shown in the Lagrangian analysis, excepting Chilbolton. These dates represent examples
where the largest changes occurred. The decrease in boundary-layer depth on 2 March is
more marked here compared to Fig. 5 with the inversion lowering through the day by 300
m at Cardington. This was a mesoscale phenomenon that was seen from Weybourne to
Chilbolton, and also verified by radiosonde ascents at Larkhill. This trend was captured
by the model, although smaller than observed (about 200 m). The warming of the surface
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Fig. 7 Scatter plots using all
available radiosonde and aircraft
profiles of modelled against
observed a inversion strength
based on the temperature
difference (T) between the
inversion base and top, and b air
temperature at the inversion base
(cloud top). Symbols represent
date: plus 1 March, asterisks 2
March, diamond 3 March,
triangle 16 March. Colours
represent site: black Cardington,
red Denver, green Weybourne,
blue North Sea
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(a)

(b)

and cloud layers by 3 K and decreasing inversion strength at the inland sites, with close to
isothermal conditions on the coast, were captured by the model such that the clearance of the
cloud in the model was predicted for the right reasons. But the timings were amiss—this is
clearer from the LWP time series in Sect. 7.
On 16 March the cooling of the boundary layer through the day by about 4 K inland,
and also to a lesser extent at the North Sea point, is broadly shown in the simulations. The
strengthening inversion over the land with time by a few K was also seen in the model profiles.
Differences of up to 3 K in θe were seen by 1700 UTC at Cardington and combined with a
0.5 g kg−1 difference in qv this can explain the discrepancies in cloud-base height between
the model and observations at this time in Fig. 4b. The model air temperature is too high
leading to condensation at too high an altitude. The inversion height is therefore also too
high in the model on this day. Wood (2012) shows that a 1 K change in temperature or a
0.2–0.6 g kg−1 change in moisture can alter the condensation level by 100 m.

6 Temperature Inversion
The strength of the inversion is determined by the change in air temperature between cloud
top (i.e. the minimum temperature within the boundary layer) and the peak value within the
lower free troposphere. A comparison of inversion strengths from observations and associated
model profiles is shown in Fig. 7a. By definition, the model needs at least three grid-levels in
the inversion: one near the bottom, one in the inversion, and one near the top. A comparison
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of air temperature at the base of the inversion (cloud top) from the same dataset is shown in
Fig. 7b. This summarizes all the available radiosonde ascents over the four days.
Due to the vertical resolution, we cannot expect model simulations to always predict the
gradient of the inversion correctly where the gradient is particularly large. Yet sometimes the
model exhibits a large temperature gradient as on 2 March where the inversion strength was
6–7 K; on the odd occasion, it is even capable of overestimating it by about 1 K. Overall,
however, there is a tendency for the model inversion strength to be too low, with a mean offset
from the observations of 1.6 K. This is because the temperature at the top of the inversion
is not high enough by this amount—the model temperatures at the base of the inversion are
well predicted as shown in Fig. 7b. Of course, this could be beyond the model’s capabilities
given its resolution limitation. The temperature inversion is sometimes defined more loosely
by taking the temperature difference between, for example, the 1,000- and 850-hPa levels.
If this is done, then the agreement (not shown) is better than shown here as the temperature
between 1,500–1,200 m is generally in good agreement. Given that the model can capture
relatively sharp inversions such as on 2 March, the offset is probably not simply a vertical
resolution issue.
The comparison of modelled and observed cloud-top temperatures in Fig. 7b is acceptable,
with only a slight tendency for the model temperature to be too high at the lowest temperatures. With such a limited dataset, however, no firm conclusions can be drawn. Predicting
super-cooled cloud temperatures accurately is potentially important for the formation of precipitation via the Bergeron-Findeisen process: note the sub-zero cloud temperatures down to
−7 ◦ C on 1 March and −4 ◦ C on 2 and 3 March. Although ice crystal nucleation within the
stratocumulus on these days was not significant, shown for example by negligible observed
precipitation, significant icing of the tethered balloon instrumentation was encountered on 1
March that limited in-cloud sampling. Note that the model does not initiate heterogeneous
nucleation until −10 ◦ C is reached.

7 Liquid Water Path
Figure 8 shows the column LWP retrieved from passive microwave radiometers at Weybourne,
Denver and Chilbolton between 1–4 March 2011. Figure 8a shows measurements only, whilst
the other panels contain comparisons with model data at the three sites. The grey data in
Fig. 8a show an example of full-resolution LWP at Weybourne, whilst all the other data
are smoothed over 1-h running means. The Denver, Chilbolton and Cardington data (the
latter from integrated in situ CDP profiles using the tethered balloon) in Fig. 8a have been
approximately adjusted for advection based on observed wind speeds at cloud level. There
was no microwave radiometer at Cardington, so we have no direct comparison of the CDP
and microwave-retrieved LWP. Although this quasi-Lagrangian technique is crude because
of the subtle and constant changing boundary-layer wind speed, we are able to assess the
advection of relatively large-scale features lasting 2–3 h, or tens of km in horizontal scale.
Values of LWP vary from about 220 g m−2 at Weybourne to around zero in the broken cloud
on the afternoon of the 2 March, and then clearing completely around noon on 4 March.
Advection of drier continental air on 4 March, noted by a marked decrease in dewpoint at
Cardington, initiated the cloud clearance, which was predicted by the model.
The significant LWP features in Fig. 8a are matched fairly well in terms of advection
between Weybourne and Denver (and the limited Cardington points too), apart from the
initial high LWP at Weybourne over 200 g m−2 that does not appear downstream. There are
also differences 15–24 h into the period where the Weybourne and Denver data do not match:
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Fig. 8 a Quasi-Lagrangian liquid water path (LWP) observations based on a start time of 0900 UTC on 1 March at Weybourne where the time frames for Denver, Cardington
and Chilbolton have been adjusted to allow for advection based on measured winds; the Cardington data points are from CDP in situ profile integrations. The other panels show
Eulerian comparisons of measurement and model data at b Weybourne, and also include North Sea model data, c Denver and d Chilbolton, respectively
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these features occurred nearly simultaneously at the two sites and cannot be accounted for by
advection. The same reasoning applies to the features around 60 h into the period. Chilbolton
shows generally a lower LWP through the period, although this is not the case at 6 h into
the Lagrangian plot: the feature at Weybourne is sustained during advection through Denver
and Chilbolton far downwind. The increase in LWP at 42 h into the Lagrangian period at
Chilbolton can also be matched to the peak at Weybourne and Denver, albeit much reduced in
magnitude at Chilbolton. It is not altogether straightforward to highlight evolution of cloud
features with time and distance because of changes in wind direction and other effects of
regional meteorology that make the analysis of our quasi-Lagrangian study challenging. The
clearance of cloud from the south-west on 2 March had its greatest effect at Chilbolton, such
that after 15–24 h into the Lagrangian period the LWP at Chilbolton was around zero and air
with LWP ≈ 100 g m−2 between 15–24 h seen at Weybourne and Denver was not advected on
to Chilbolton i.e. the mesoscale clearance of the cloud, in effect against the airflow, hampers
the Lagrangian study.
Figure 8b–d shows comparisons of the LWP observations with the modelled values of
LWP for the grid points of Weybourne, Denver and Chilbolton. The model LWP is inferred
from LWC profiles at each timestep for all cloud fractions in the range 0–1. Also included
in Fig. 8b is the North Sea model data that show slightly lower LWP values than Weybourne
(mean difference of 16 g m−2 ). The main trends in the observed and modelled LWP are
in reasonable agreement at all sites. The modelled cloud does not become thin enough at
Weybourne on 2 March i.e. during the partial break-up that lasts about 12 h. The clearance
at Weybourne on 4 March is slow in all the model schemes.
There is a general offset (56 g m−2 on average) in LWP between UK4-PS26 and UK4PS25 at Weybourne (red and dark blue data), which is not seen at Denver and Chilbolton.
Occasional large (50 g m−2 ) differences still occur at the inland sites, however. PS26 also
produced greater LWC than PS25 when comparing model data to the aircraft profiles (see next
section). In PS25 the droplet concentration over the sea was fixed at 100 cm−3 , whereas in
PS26 it was at or close to 375 cm−3 . With these higher concentrations in PS26 (Sect. 9), there
was less drizzle and more cloud water, albeit an over-estimation compared to the observations.
With the land droplet concentration fixed at 300 cm−3 in PS25, the difference between PS25
and PS26 is more noticeable over the sea.
The mean difference between observations and the UKV-PS25 indicates that LWP
≈ 20 g m−2 too high in the model at both Weybourne and Denver. UK4-PS25 underestimated the average LWP over the period at Weybourne by 5 g m−2 , and at Denver by 18 g m−2 .
The model at Chilbolton simulated the main trends, but performed relatively poorly with its
erratic nature on 1 March and over-estimation during the broad-scale pulses in LWP on 3 and
4 March. UKV-PS25 handled the large dynamic changes such as the cloud break-ups on 2 and
4 March better than UK4-PS26, plus the mean difference between model and observations
across the period was marginally less for UKV-PS25.
There were timing issues of a few hours as the cloud broke at Denver around 1200 UTC
on 2 March (in the UK4 schemes in red and blue), and around 0000 UTC on 3 March when
the cloud thickened again (in all model schemes). The lateness of UK4 in cloud thinning
on 2 March can be related to the slower warming of the boundary layer compared to the
measurements (Fig. 6). Timing was again a problem during the cloud build-up on 3 March at
Chilbolton, with the model being too early. The model simulation of cloud thickening is poor,
which was not the case at Denver where LWP values on 3 March agree with the observations.
In general, it is concluded that the agreement between model and observations of LWP is
relatively poor furthest inland.
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8 Liquid Water Content
Cloud-top maxima of LWC based on all the balloon and aircraft profiles of integrated CDP data
are shown plotted against equivalent model values in Fig. 9. The aircraft data are compared
to the North Sea model point, but broadly similar results are obtained using the Weybourne
grid point. Most of the data points lie to the right of the 1:1 indicating a low bias in the model
peak LWC, with points also lying to the right of the 1:2 line. There is no correlation with date
or model version. Yet the spread is large with some good agreements and even overestimates
of the model LWC. There is a tendency for the PS26 points in blue to be higher, and therefore
in better overall agreement, than the other two model versions. As the LWC data here are
only snapshots of the cloud water from a limited number of profiles, the long time series
of LWP data is probably a better means of assessing the modelled cloud water, assuming of
course that both the microwave radiometer remote sensing and the CDP in situ measurements
yield comparable data; as alluded to above, we were not able to do a direct comparison at
Cardington. The UKV-PS25 data fair poorest here with some very low LWC in the green points
and UK4-PS26 fairs the best. This indicates that the upgrade from PS25 to PS26 produces
better results than does a change from 4-km to 1.5-km horizontal resolution based on PS25.
We now concentrate solely on observations and compare normalized profiles of LWC
from aircraft and balloon data in Fig. 10a. Flight averages of the LWC deviation from the
theoretical adiabatic value for a normalized height grid for aircraft and balloon data are shown
in Fig. 10. Our metric for the LWC deviation is calculated as the ratio of the difference between
the adiabatic value and the observed mean value for a particular height interval, and the cloudtop adiabatic value. Zero is therefore equivalent to adiabatic and increasingly positive values
are increasingly less adiabatic. Negative points may be due to an error in the height of cloud
base in that the measured LWC is greater than expected at that level. Cloud-base height at
Cardington was measured concurrently with a ceilometer; for the aircraft height above cloud
base, the nearest aircraft intercept of the base is used. The balloon profiles show consistent
curves of near-zero values in the bottom third of the cloud and increasing deviation towards
cloud top. The aircraft data show a more linear change starting at cloud base but have smaller
deviations compared to the balloon data.

Fig. 9 Maximum values of LWC observed during profiles using the tethered balloon and aircraft (circled
symbols) plotted against the modelled maxima for Cardington and the North Sea grid points, respectively. The
colours show the different model schemes: red UK4-PS25, green UKV-PS25, blue UK4-PS26; the symbols
show different dates: plus 1 March, asterisks 2 March, diamond 3 March, triangle 16 March. The 1:2, 1:1 and
2:1 gradient lines are shown
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 Mean profiles showing a measure of deviation of LWC from adiabatic against normalized height
above cloud base (height scaled from 0–1 in ten bins) for a balloon CDP data; b aircraft integrated CDP and
the hot-wire Nevzorov bulk LWC. qadia is the adiabatic value at a particular level, qobs is the mean observed
∗ is the cloud-top adiabatic LWC
value for all binned data at that level, and qadia

LWC data from the aircraft are also available from the Nevzorov hot-wire bulk LWC probe
to compare to the CDP. These are shown in Fig. 10b. Although there are some differences
between these two probes, they both show similar vertical trends and similar variations
between the different days. Use of the hot-wire probe provides overall confidence in the CDPderived LWC. The hot-wire probe suggests the CDP slightly over-estimates the deviation in
LWC on 2 March i.e. under-estimates the actual LWC. Although the cloud on 2 March was not
the most polluted during COALESC in terms of the droplet concentration, the cloud layer was
relatively thin. This explains why the measured droplet radii were smallest on 2 March based
on balloon and aircraft data i.e. mean volume radii at cloud top between 4–6 µm compared to
6–9 µm on the other days. With such small droplets, it is feasible that the smallest activated
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droplets were below the detection limit of the CDP. With the hot-wire probe also showing this
day as having the largest deviation from adiabatic, this probe may also have suffered from
poor collection efficiency. Korolev et al. (1998) show that the droplet collection efficiency
for the Nevzorov probe reduces rapidly for cloud droplets less than 6–7 µm in diameter.
The marked differences between the balloon and aircraft normalized LWC data in Fig. 10a
may reflect the different natures of the cloud layer over land and sea. It is not obvious
why clouds over land should be strongly sub-adiabatic because of, for example, increased
entrainment at cloud top. Both datasets were filtered to remove data near cloud edges, so that
erroneous dilution of the LWC when averaging the data has been mitigated. The deviation in
LWC approaches zero (i.e. adiabatic) in the bottom part of the cloud for both datasets so it is
probably not an instrument artefact that is causing lower values from the balloon-based LWC.
Lance et al. (2010) have hypothesized that the CDP suffers from coincidence problems when
two or more droplets pass through the laser sample area at the same time. This causes undercounting, over-sizing and therefore possible errors in the integrated LWC. So the aircraft
values of Nd could be an under-estimation (see next section), although there is no obvious
error in the integrated LWC when compared to the hot-wire probe. Due to the lower air speeds
when using the balloon CDP, this instrument suffers much less from coincidence problems,
such that they may be negligible.

9 Cloud Droplet Concentrations
Table 3 summarizes the median and inter-quartile range of Nd from the available aircraft
and balloon CDP data during COALESC. All measurements show elevated concentrations
as a result of polluted air masses. Median values are higher in the aircraft data compared to
the balloon data, although the values are relatively close on 3 March considering the larger
inter-quartile range in the balloon data. The most polluted day based on these statistics was
16 March, with significant difference between the balloon and aircraft data. Peak values on
occasion reached between 600–700 cm−3 on both 2 and 16 March; such concentrations are
among the highest measured around the UK (Wood 2005).
The spatial gradient in aerosol concentration measured off the coast by the aircraft, during
flights on 1 and 16 March in particular, explains some of the variability in Nd . The interquartile range was greatest on 16 March in the aircraft data, but not in the balloon data where
the measurements were in a fixed geographical position. Spatial gradients in pollution levels,
however, cannot explain all of the differences. The most likely explanation is a decrease in
aerosol (and hence cloud condensation nuclei) concentration between the coast and Cardington. This is shown by the MURK modelled aerosol mass fields (not shown) for all case
studies, with at times a halving in MURK aerosol mass between the coast and Cardington.
This is in agreement with surface aerosol measurements at Cardington: these show concentrations of 150–240 cm−3 on 1 March, which contrast with 400–800 cm−3 measured off the
coast by the aircraft. This assumes the aerosol measured at the ground was well-mixed up to
cloud level—a reasonable assumption based on the θe profiles in Fig. 6. The concentration
of cloud droplets at Cardington on 1 March exceeded, on average, the aerosol concentration
below cloud. This implies that particles acted as cloud condensation nuclei at sizes smaller
than could be detected by the aerosol counter. Aircraft profiles (albeit off the coast) showed
aerosol concentrations of 250–350 cm−3 above cloud; this suggests that the entrainment of
aerosol from above the inversion may have influenced the droplet concentration.
The 1 March case is now analyzed for a range of simulated Nd to compare to the aircraft
data off the coast. This day is noteworthy because there was a gradient in aerosol loading north-
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Fig. 11 Aerosol mass concentration (m aer , in black) and cloud droplet concentration (Nd , in red) along a
transect south-east from 53.2 ◦ N 0.8 ◦ E during flight B576 on 1 March 2011. The plot is annotated NW
(north-west) and SE (south-east). This transect runs through the centre of the aircraft manoeuvres off the coast
shown in the flight track (Fig. 1). Aircraft PCASP m aer and CDP Nd are shown in symbols (±1 standard
deviation), modelled aerosol and cloud data are lines. Model predictions of Nd are shown for PS26, PS31 and
the CLASSIC schemes (see text)

west to south-east aligned with the aircraft runs: the PCASP aerosol concentration below
cloud base varied from 400 to 800 cm−3 , respectively. On 2 March the aerosol concentration
increased to 1,100 cm−3 and decreased again on 3 March to 500–600 cm−3 . But as there was
not a marked gradient in concentration on these days, 1 March is a better test of the model. Capturing the transition between a clean and polluted air mass with the model is required for simulating the response of drizzle rate to changes in Nd . An important part of the MURK formulation is that it allows very low Nd to be predicted, values where drizzle more readily occurs.
On 1 March and all the other COALESC cases, however, no significant drizzle was observed
in the boundary layer, either in situ with the aircraft or remotely with ground-based lidars.
We have generated three sets of simulated Nd using the PS26, PS31 and CLASSIC formulations. These all start with the MURK aerosol mass but use different methods to convert this
to Nd . The aerosol mass and Nd measured with the aircraft are compared to model data in
Fig. 11. PCASP mass has been calculated by integrating the number size distribution assuming spherical particles of density 1.65 g cm−3 (Haywood et al. 2008). The aircraft data have
been averaged into ten regularly-spaced bins of 10 km. The starting point for each droplet
simulation (Appendix 3) was the MURK aerosol mass field at 200 m altitude. This is shown
as the black line in Fig. 11 and compares very well to the PCASP mass concentration in the
black squares, perhaps surprisingly well considering the variable levels of agreement found
in Haywood et al. (2008). Given this agreement for aerosol mass, we now have the basis for
a test of the droplet simulation methods.
Figure 11 also shows in red the measured and simulated Nd within the stratocumulus cloud.
The aircraft data show large variability in Nd at all sections along the track with standard
deviations of ≥100 cm−3 ; PS26 is unable to achieve the lowest Nd of about 200 cm−3 . Indeed,
further to the north beyond the aircraft measurements in a clean maritime air mass, PS26
was still predicting elevated Nd . While the PS26 values of Nd lie at or near the maximum of
375 cm−3 , PS31 is better able to capture the transition between polluted and cleaner air and
therefore predicts the lower Nd better at the north-west end of the track. However, Nd from
PS31 at the polluted end of the track only reached 270 cm−3 . Further to the north beyond
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the aircraft measurements the PS31 Nd values fell to 100–150 cm−3 , therefore showing it is
preferable to the PS26 formulation for use in cleaner air masses where drizzle is likely. The
CLASSIC scheme shows the largest gradient in Nd and could be argued as the scheme of
choice based on this case study only, although as with the other schemes it cannot predict
the mean observed mean values of Nd of about 500 cm−3 . The CLASSIC scheme has a
much sharper transition between clean and polluted Nd as a function of MURK aerosol mass
compared to PS31. Based on other case studies (not shown), this transition in Nd can be
very apparent and so, on balance, the PS31 formulation continues to be used in operational
forecasting. To reiterate, it is the clean regions, and the transition out of them, that are the most
important because of drizzle formation. The PS26 MURK formulation suppressed drizzle
because it predicts high Nd everywhere, and as such agrees with the observations. The PS25
assumption of Nd fixed to 100 cm−3 over the sea produced too much drizzle, as eluded to
above where the simulated LWP was reduced because of precipitation out of the cloud.
In summary, very high Nd with mean values of 500 cm−3 and greater were observed both
over land and sea. The model parametrizations presented above asymptote Nd to 375 cm−3
and so, on the basis of the effect of high Nd and hence small effective radius on the cloud albedo
(with implications for climate studies using the MetUM), then a future model formulation
should be able to achieve such high concentrations when linked to a variable aerosol field
such as the MURK aerosol mass. It may not be a simple matter of increasing the value
of 375 cm−3 (Eq. 2 in Appendix 3) because of the effect at low to intermediate Nd when
autoconversion produces drizzle in the model.

10 Radiation and Heat Fluxes
The Cardington surface site provides a measure of the latent and sensible heat fluxes at 10-m
height. These heat fluxes are shown in the top panels of Figs. 12 and 13 for 1–4 March and
16–17 March 2011, respectively; positive values represent an upwards flux. During the day
on 1 March the latent heat flux remains greater than the sensible heat flux (Bowen ratio <1),
but on later days the sensible heat flux is the greater around midday with the Bowen ratio at
Cardington >1 (modelled at >2 at Chilbolton). The modelled Bowen ratio increased with
distance inland and can be seen during 2 March as the cloud thinned at all sites and cleared
completely at Chilbolton. The simulated Bowen ratio at Cardington agrees fairly well with
the observations, apart from the more rapid changes, for example on 2 March, but the main
trends are predicted well. The largest diurnal variations in the Bowen ratio were modelled for
Chilbolton where the cloud cover showed the greatest changes. The relatively flat appearance
of the modelled Bowen ratio at Weybourne between 0.5–1 shows a greater latent than sensible
heat flux over a relatively unchanging sea-surface temperature: 3.5–4.4 ◦ C based on low-level
radiometric aircraft measurements off the coast, which is slightly lower than 5.0–5.5 ◦ C based
on the model analyses for the same track of sea.
During 16–17 March the diurnal cycle is somewhat flattened in both sensible and latent
heat fluxes, and the modelled Bowen ratio too, under the thicker layer of stratus. The measured heat fluxes are close to zero for much of the time, producing somewhat erratic variation
in the Bowen ratio; but overall the small positive model Bowen ratio agrees with the generally small observed values at Cardington. The Bowen ratio inland is only a little more
variable over this period compared to the Weybourne values. In light of these data, the
ability to measure turbulent fluxes at Weybourne in addition to Cardington would be an
advantage in any future experiment of this kind i.e. observing relatively undisturbed marine
air.
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Fig. 12 Observations and model simulations for the Cardington site between 1–4 March 2011 of, from top
to bottom: latent and sensible heat fluxes at 10-m height; Bowen ratios from the UK4-PS25 model for all
sites plus the Cardington measured values at 10 m; skin and 10-m air temperatures; downwelling shortwave
radiative fluxes at the surface. Blue curves represent theoretical clear-sky insolation. Data shown in symbols
are 30-minute averages

The skin and air temperature comparisons with the model are generally favourable, but
the modelled daytime peaks are late and the air temperature 1 K too high on 1 March. On 3
March the new 0300 UTC initialization has the model temperatures too low (lower than the
previous run’s T+24 h prediction) but still manages to predict daytime temperatures that are
too high. The dip in skin temperature at 1800 UTC on 2 March (but not the air temperature
because of zero or negative heat fluxes at this time) down to almost 0 ◦ C is not forecast by
the model. This shows the importance of modelling cloud conditions correctly in order to
forecast potential frost conditions overnight. During the cloud clearance on 4 March, the
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Fig. 13 Same as shown in Fig. 12 but for 16–17 March 2011. Only data from the UK4-PS26 model are shown

model lags behind the observed skin temperatures due to the thinning of simulated cloud
being retarded (e.g. see Fig. 8c at Denver). During 16–17 March the comparison is again
reasonable, but with timing issues with the daytime peak on 16 March when the model is
again late in its peak.
The modelled solar fluxes at Cardington are in general too high, which correlate with the
sensible heat fluxes also being too high. The higher solar flux on 3 March explains the higher
sensible heat flux and hence the change from an underprediction of temperature at 0300 UTC
to an overprediction of the daytime maximum. The lower solar flux in the model on 4 March
explains the lower surface temperatures on this day (by 2–4 K), although the air temperatures
are only slightly lower (less than 1 K). Differences between UK4-PS25 and PS26 modelled
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temperatures on this day can also be reconciled with the differences (i.e. lower in PS26) in
the solar radiation and heat fluxes.
The purpose of this section was to ultimately test the model air and skin temperatures under
conditions of changing low cloud cover, such as occurred on 2 March. Although the model
did generally well to within 1 K, it did not predict the rapid decrease in skin temperature
to 0 ◦ C on 2 March, albeit this was temporary and the temperature soon recovered under
thickening cloud. In addition, the higher solar radiation reaching the surface implied that the
diurnal range in air temperature was too great i.e. the night minima were too low by 1–1.5 K
although the day maxima were more realistic.

11 Conclusions
Intensive case studies of aircraft and tethered balloon measurements from four days in March
2011 have been combined with surface radiometric data and multi-site radiosonde launches
to analyze the evolution of stratus and stratocumulus cloud from off the coast to 260 km
inland. The purpose has been two-fold: to analyze the measured thermodynamic and cloud
microphysical changes along a line of ground sites; and to compare these measurements to
MetUM forecasts.
The temporary daytime cloud clearance from the south-west on 2 March was forecast for
the correct reasons i.e. lowering inversion height and warming of the boundary layer as a
result of correct surface heat fluxes. The rising of fog into stratus on 16 March, and then
sinking on 17 March but not quite reaching the surface as fog again, was broadly forecast
correctly by the model. Predictions of LWC were best on this day of all the cases where we
observed the highest LWC and deepest cloud depth, particularly off the coast.
The cloud-top (inversion base) temperature in the model was well predicted in the range
−7 to +4 ◦ C in these non-precipitating clouds. Although the model at times simulated the
inversion strength well (at times as large as 7 K), there was a fairly coherent low bias of 1.6
K in the model that is probably not simply a resolution issue. The Lagrangian measurements
were partially successfully in that the aircraft profiles did not start early enough on two of the
days (3 and 16 March), plus there were no profile observations near Chilbolton to compare
to the model data. Thermodynamic changes on two of the days (2 and 16 March) were large
enough to suggest a non-ideal wind direction for our ground sites. The model performed
reasonably during these days, with errors of at most 0.4 g kg−1 in qv and 2 K in θe ; and these
were on 2 and 16 March where the observed changes were largest too.
Inaccuracies in model cloud fractional cover and cloud thickness caused errors in forecast
surface temperatures, as was observed during the evening transition at Cardington on 2 March.
Rapid radiative cooling under clear skies (albeit briefly) allowed the observed surface skin
temperature to decrease to almost 0 ◦ C, with the model forecasting 3 ◦ C.
Based on the limited number of aircraft and tethered balloon profiles, the modelled peak
cloud-top LWC was generally lower than observed although the variability in the agreement was large with several cases of good agreement. The UKV-PS25 produced generally
lower LWC values than UK4-PS25, which can be partially attributed at least to higher air
temperatures in UKV, but may also be as a result of the difference in model resolution.
Longer-term sampling of cloud water was achieved with continuous, remotely-sensed
LWP at Weybourne, Denver and Chilbolton. Modelled trends in LWP agreed broadly well
with the measurements, with an overall decrease in LWP with distance inland, although the
model handled the Chilbolton LWP (i.e. furthest inland) less well compared to upstream.
For the period 1–4 March 2011, the average difference between observations and model
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was within about 20 g m−2 for both UK4-PS25 and UKV-PS25; the difference was larger
over land for UK4-PS26 (30 g m−2 ). The change in model version from UK4-PS25 to PS26
produced a significant increase in LWP (56 g m−2 on average) over the sea but little change
over land. This was because the PS26 formulation produced a large increase in Nd over
the sea, and hence drizzle suppression, but little change over the land where concentrations
were already high in the PS25 simulation. Although the drizzle suppression agreed with the
observations of little or no drizzle, the LWP values in PS26 over the sea were greater than
those observed on average by a significant 75 g m−2 .
The pollution levels during COALESC were moderate to heavy and 1 March showed
a large gradient in aerosol off the coast, so this was a good test for diagnosed Nd in the
model. Three schemes were available: the PS26 (operational at the time of COALESC),
PS31 (operational as at the time of writing) and CLASSIC (used in the climate version of the
MetUM) schemes show increasing improvement for the 1 March case. Although CLASSIC
faired best for this case study, the PS31 droplet scheme remains the operational scheme
due to its smoother transition between clean and polluted air. All schemes asymptote Nd
to 375 cm−3 . Concentrations measured during COALESC often exceeded this, sometimes
reaching 500–600 cm−3 , which are at the upper end of the range of droplet concentrations
measured by aircraft in stratocumulus around the British Isles (Wood 2005). Although such
concentrations are uncommon, a future Nd formulation in the MetUM should be capable of
achieving such high droplet concentrations based on the aerosol mass loading. Its impact on
autoconversion (which produces precipitation) in the model may not, however, be large since
precipitation is expected to be suppressed in any case at Nd of around 375 cm−3 . Nonetheless,
a new Nd diagnostic would need to be tested for its effect on autoconversion as well as the
effect on radiation.
The potential effect of the model underestimation in Nd on the cloud albedo is now
considered. All else remaining constant, if Nd were to increase from 375 to 600 cm−3 , the
implied increase in the shortwave cloud albedo (α) would be of the order of 5 %, based on
the relationship α ≈ 0.08Nd /Nd (Ackerman et al. 2000). But note that the model still, at
the time of publication, uses for its radiation scheme the 300/100 cm−3 land/sea split in Nd
even though the MURK formulation is used for the Nd diagnostic. Future model work should
see the MURK link consistently applied to the radiation scheme so that model simulations
of radiation can be tested against observations.
COALESC was the first experiment, in the UK at least, that compared stratocumulus
observations with very high resolution NWP modelling down to 100-m horizontal resolution
as shown in Boutle et al. (2014). Therefore such combined experiments are still novel and
need to be developed. Future low-cloud experiments should address the following ideas.
Concurrent measurements of LWP and downwelling solar radiation should be carried out
at all ground sites, or as a minimum on the coast in marine air and at one or two sites in
land. The measurement of turbulent fluxes on the coast as well as at Cardington would allow
model validation within a marine boundary layer. The aircraft sorties should be flown earlier
in the day so that the Lagrangian experiments are better performed e.g. so that the tethered
balloon is flown in cloud that was sampled 4–6 h earlier off the coast with the aircraft. An
additional independent measure of LWC on the tethered balloon is desired to investigate
the significant sub-adiabatic L W C of the cloud inland. Additional aerosol measurements
would be beneficial at two ground sites so that gradients in particulate loading and changes
in concentration with time can be observed.
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Appendix 1: Ground Instrumentation
The 30 m3 helium-filled tethered balloon payload used during COALESC comprised a lightweight turbulence probe and a DMT CDP. The CDP is essentially the same as the aircraft
unit but modified to operate at lower air speeds (Price 2011). The turbulence probe is a
miniaturized version of that described in Lapworth and Mason (1988). The turbulence probe
can provide three-component vector winds up to 20 Hz and this can be combined with its
fast-response platinum-resistance thermometer (PRT) to compute heat flux. We use the mean
wind speed from the turbulence probe to calculate the CDP sample volume. In addition to
the PRT, the turbulence probe also houses a slow-response thermistor and a Vaisala HMP44
humicap, both mounted in an aspirated housing. The CDP and turbulence probe were mounted
3 m apart on the vertical tether beneath the balloon (and 60 m beneath the balloon itself),
such that small errors in flow velocity across the CDP sample area are possible. But as the
CDP data are averaged over at least 60 s, then flow velocity and time synchronization (≈1 s)
errors are negligible.
Continuous column-integrated vapour and liquid water monitoring with passive microwave
radiometers was established at Weybourne, Denver Sluice in addition to the permanent
deployment at Chilbolton. The measured brightness temperatures (at approximately 23 and
32 GHz) are first converted into optical depths and then a regression method is used to convert
the optical depths into LWP values. This regression, detailed in Price (2003), is based on LWP
values from integrated radiosonde ascents that assume adiabatic ascent. The same retrieval
algorithm has been applied to all three radiometer datasets. During the experiments Vaisala
RS92 radiosondes were released from Weybourne, Denver and Cardington at 60–90 min
intervals. Radiosondes transmit data on pressure, temperature, relative humidity and winds
at 0.5 Hz with a 5–6 m height resolution.
There were cloud-base ceilometers installed at Cardington, Denver (both Vaisala LD40)
and Chilbolton (Vaisala CT75K). Shortwave (Kipp & Zonen CM22 pyranometers, 0.2–
2.8 µm) and longwave (Kipp & Zonen CG4 pyrgeometer, 4.5–40 µm) broad-band radiometers are part of the permanent instrumental fits at Cardington and Chilbolton. They measure
hemispherical irradiance with a nominal 3 % accuracy. At Cardington both downwelling and
upwelling irradiances are measured; at Chilbolton only shortwave downwelling and longwave
upwelling irradiances are measured. The Chilbolton 35 GHz cloud radar, whereby typical
liquid cloud droplets act as Rayleigh scatterers, provides a measure of cloud-top height.
For aerosol measurements on the ground at Cardington, a Grimm 1.109 aerosol monitor
sampling at 3.5 m height was operated. This measures across the diameter range 0.25–30 µm
and so covers the accumulation and coarse mode. Its minimum size is similar to that of the
aircraft PCASP and so the total concentrations from the two instruments can be compared.

Appendix 2: Aircraft Instrumentation
A wing-mounted CDP was used to count cloud droplets and determine their size for nominal
diameters of 2–50 µm over 30 size channels. The CDP measures the forward scatter (4–12 ◦ )
from droplets interacting with 658 nm light from a diode laser. Channel 1 is ignored in the
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CDP data analysis, such that the minimum size detection was 3.5 µm diameter. With a fixed
laser cross-sectional area (0.24 mm2 ), knowledge of the sample volume is directly related to
the air flow velocity.
Liquid water content can be measured by integrating the CDP size distribution but also by
using the Nevzorov hot-wire devices. The efficiency of the Nevzorov is reduced in drizzling
clouds where drop sizes are in excess of 50 µm because the drops are too large to be collected
and hence completely evaporated by the hot wire. A baseline drift of the instrument also needs
to be removed during cloud-free periods due to the effects of pressure, temperature and true
air speed. Water vapour mixing ratio on the aircraft on 1, 2 and 16 March was measured with
a SpectraSensors Water Vapor Sensing System (WVSS-II) using a technique of absorption
spectroscopy. The manufacturer quotes an accuracy of 5 %. Rosemount/Goodrich 102 total
air temperature sensors were used as a measure of air temperature and the true air speed and
wind components were derived from a five-port turbulence probe mounted on the nose of the
aircraft.
An elastic backscattering lidar with daytime capability, suitable for aerosol and cloud
observations, was fitted to the aircraft. It operates at 355 nm, has depolarization, and is
mounted for nadir view (Marenco et al. 2011). Clouds are detected using a system of thresholds for the uncalibrated range-corrected signal P, capable to highlight large spikes due to
the beam hitting an optically dense target. A cloud top is detected if: P(R) > 4000; P(R) >
3P(R −200); and also if no other cloud top has been found between (R −500) and R, where
R is the range from the lidar to the observed layer (in metres). Once a cloud is detected, its
top range Rc is set as the first point starting at R and moving inward to (R − 200), where
P(Rc ) < 1.5P(R − 200). Clouds identified within 500 m of the terrain are automatically
discarded as surface return, although this limit was a little too high for some of the very low
cloud in Fig. 3.
A DMT passive cavity aerosol spectrometer probe (PCASP) was used to count and size
dehydrated aerosol particles out of cloud for diameters 0.2–3 µm i.e. covers the accumulation mode. The total concentration of the PCASP can be used as a measure of particulate
pollution. Because the PCASP covers the accumulation mode that contains the majority of
cloud condensation nuclei at supersaturations typically found in stratocumulus, the PCASP
concentration measured below cloud can be related to the cloud-droplet concentration (Jones
et al. 1994).

Appendix 3: Droplet Generation Schemes
The MURK visibility scheme (Clark et al. 2008) is used as a basis of a formulation to diagnose
Nd ; this was implemented in model version PS26, allowing better sensitivity to air mass. This
converts aerosol mass (m aer ), a forecast product in itself, into aerosol number (Naer ) using
the method shown in Haywood et al. (2008),


m aer ρ
Naer = n 0
(1)
m0
where n 0 , m 0 and ρ are tuneable parameters: ρ was fixed at 0.5; for PS26–30, n 0 = 2 × 109
and m 0 = 1.8956 × 10−8 ; for PS31 and later versions n 0 = 5 × 108 and m 0 = 1.458 × 10−8 .
Naer is then converted into Nd using the Jones et al. (1994) curve (which asymptotes to
375 cm−3 ) that has been used in the climate version of the MetUM,


Nd = 3.75 × 108 1.0 − exp(−2.5 × 10−9 Naer ) .
(2)
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In the analysis presented here we have used the PS26 and PS31 formulation of Eqs. 1 and 2
to predict Nd . We also included a third test method that uses Eq. 2 but an alternative to Eq. 1
called the CLASSIC aerosol scheme used for climate modelling (Bellouin et al. 2011). The
CLASSIC scheme assumes a log-normal aerosol size distribution with fixed mean radius
(0.11 µm) and standard deviation (1.35) for a particular aerosol species (in this case the
Haywood et al. (2008) VISURB aerosol) so that only Naer increases with increasing m aer .
This is in contrast to Eq. 1 where the mean radius implicitly increases with m aer (as well as
number) because ρ is fixed. The value of ρ is that prescribed by Clark et al. (2008) on the
basis of observations in Haywood et al. (2008).
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